The nonlinear reflection at the solid-solid interfaces is investigated under the condition that a SV wave is incident from a nondissipative solid medium to a dissipative solid medium. The amplitude of the freely-propagating reflected second harmonic SV wave is calculated. Comparing with previous calculation without consideration of dissipation, it is observed that the peaks of the reflected second harmonic SV wave in the vicinity of critical angles for refractive P and SV waves are reduced.
INTRODUCTION
The nonlinear reflective coefficient at the nondissipative solid-solid interfaces is calculated [ I ,2] . The experiment is also carried out [3] . Comparing the experiment with the theory, it is found that the measured peak values of the nonlinear reflective coefficient near the critical angles are lower than that predicated by the theory. One possible reason is that the attenuation of medium is ignored in the theory [l] . In fact, the attenuation is often unnegligible for many isotropic materials at the ultrasonic frequency of higher than IO MHz. In this paper a simple modification to previous theory is presented.
CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
In the experiments [3] glass is chosen as the incident medium. Its attenuation can be negligihle,as shown in the experiment. So only the attenuation of refractive medium is taken into account. Under this case, the moditication to previous theory includes: 1) The elastic moduli of the refractive medium are considered as complex.
2) The wavenumbers of the refractive fundamental waves become complex. The virtual part stands for the attenuation coefficient. 3) Since the phase-matching condition at the interface should be satisfied and the attenuation in incident medium is ignored, the component of the wavevector of refractive waves along the interface is still real one, the sine and cosine of the refractive angles become complex; 4) In the solution of resonant driving waves as expressed as [I ,2]:
,qm = LwJy
wavenumbers kn", k,'" of fundamental and second harmonic waves are complex, here Vr' is the fundermental wave amplitude, /?, is the nonlinear parameter, Cn is the elastic moduli. If the attenuation coefficient at the frequency used in the experiments is proportional to f ' , then kl" # 2k," and the spatial accumulation of resonant driving wave will not take place. Considering all those modifications, some numerical calculations are performed. The glass-iron interface is taken as an example. The attenuation coefficients are: a, = 649.9np I ni, a, =26.&p I m . The calculated results are shown in Fig. 1 . From the figure, the difference in theories with and without consideration of the attneuation of the refractive medium is observed mainly near the critical angles of the refractive SV and longitudinal waves. To understand this result, the linear reflective and refractive coefficients are also calculated and presented in Fig. I . It is seen that obvious changes of the linear reflective and refractive coefficients are also observed at the critical angle of the refractive SV wave. Firstly, the linear reflective coefficient of SV wave is not equal to I, instead it comes close to 1 with the increase of the angle. Secondly, the other coefficients decrease at the angle. The larger the attenuation in the refractive medium , the more the reduction is. As a result, the peak value of the nonlinear reflective coefficient in the vicinity of this critical angle is reduced. The same situation is observed at the critical angle of the refractive longitudinal wave. At the angles other than those critical angles there is almost no obvious difference between the theories with and without consideration of attenuation. This is specially true at the angle where the resonant cross-action between incident SV and reflective longitudinal takes place as well as at the critical angle for the reflective longitudinal wave since the incident medium is still assumed to be the material with negligible attenuation.
CONCLUSION
The calculations may partly give explanation why the measured peak values are lower than that predicted by the theory. The result also suggests a method to measure the nonlinear elastic characteristics of materials with high attenuation . For these media usual pulse-echo method cannot be used to do the nonlinear measurements unless the frequency is low. At low frequency the big sample is needed. The above calculations show that the influence of the attenuation of the refractive medium on nonlinear reflection is naimly observed in the vicinity of critical angle of refractive SV wave. So the nonlinear reflection measurement conducted previously for materials with negligible attenuating [I] can be alos performed for the materials with high attenuation. An experiment for the glass-granite interface is carried out. The rellective echoes can be detected for both fundament or second harmonic SV waves with the reasonable signal-noise ratio even the ultrasonic frequency is higher than 10 MHz. If the angular dependence of nonlinear reflection coefficient can be measured, the nonlinear elastic characteristics of the materials may be regressed by appropriate computation.
